Essential. Affordable. Phonak.

Improve communication
Milo Plus excels without complexity and focuses
on the essentials: quality and reliability at an
affordable price. This hearing aid accommodates
all degrees of hearing loss and improves
communication by enhancing speech clarity and
ensuring comfortable listening.
Milo Plus offers everything you expect from a
Phonak: high performance, top quality and longterm dependability.
Do you want to know more about Milo Plus? Just
ask your hearing care professional. The following
pages provide you with a quick overview of the
benefits of this hearing aid.

Essential hearing
The most common problems faced by hearing
aids users are difficulty understanding in
background noise and annoying whistling, also
known as feedback. Proven Phonak technology
effectively eliminates feedback and improves
communication, even in difficult listening situations.
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Clear conversations
Comfortable listening
No whistling

No more whistling
Embarrassing whistling is not an issue with Milo
Plus. Wear your favorite hat or hug a loved one.
Phonak technology makes sure you hear better
without the annoyance of whistling, no matter
what the activity.

Better understanding in noise
It is often difficult to understand speech in loud
restaurants or at family gatherings. Now,
with Milo Plus you can understand better in noisy
situations because your hearing instruments
will automatically focus on speech and reduce
background noise.

Affordable price
Finally, quality and reliability has become affordable
for everyone. Milo Plus will impress you without
exceeding your budget. Moreover, a wide range of
models matches virtually every hearing need and
lifestyle. A Phonak is for everyone!

Attractive models
Milo Plus is available in three behind-the-ear models,
including a micro, each with attractive, durable
housings. Milo Plus also offers a full range of in-theear models.
“I knew Phonak makes the best hearing aids, but I
never thought I could afford them. Turns out with
Milo Plus, good technology is within reach – even
if you don’t have a big budget. The sound is really
great and the price was right.”
Francis Gardner, Georgia, USA

Phonak quality
Milo Plus features an attractive, modern design that is
robust and comfortable to wear. This new hearing aid
continues the tradition of proven Phonak technology
and Swiss quality.

Unmatched technology
Phonak has developed, produced and globally distributed
high-tech hearing aids for over 50 years. Our mastery
in acoustics and hearing technology allows us to
significantly improve people’s communication and
quality of life.

Swiss engineering
Milo Plus, engineered at Phonak’s technology center
benefits from world renowned Swiss craftsmanship.

Life is on
We are sensitive to the needs of everyone
who depends on our knowledge, ideas and care.
And by creatively challenging the limits of
technology, we develop innovations that help
people hear, understand and experience more
of life’s rich soundscapes.

Your hearing care professional:

www.phonak.com
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Interact freely. Communicate with
confidence. Live without limit. Life is on.

